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The Atrium Vestae
This is the most complete and compelling account of
idols and celebrity in Japanese media culture to date.
Engaging with the study of media, gender and
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celebrity, and sensitive to history and the
contemporary scene, these interdisciplinary essays
cover male and female idols, production and
consumption, industrial structures and fan
movements.

The Minimalist Program
How to Talk to Your Cat About Gun
Safety
The new edition of this valuable clinical resource
offers a state of the art, comprehensive review on
every clinical condition encountered in pediatric
nephrology. International experts present the latest
knowledge on epidemiology, diagnosis, management,
and prognosis in one concise, clinically focused text,
in which care has been taken to couple just the right
amount of "need-to-know" basic science with practical
clinical guidance that will enable the reader to make
efficient, informed decisions. The topics covered
include: disorders of renal development, glomerular
disorders, the kidney and systemic disease, renal
tubular disorders, tubulointerstitial disease, urinary
tract disorders, acute kidney injury, hypertension,
chronic and end-stage renal disease, and renal
replacement therapy. The full-color, highly visual,
meticulously crafted format will ensure that the
practitioner is able to source and apply information
with remarkable ease.

Euskal Jokoa Eta Jolasa
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Now in its Fifth Edition, this text and workbook is an
excellent aid for students, practicing nurses, and
allied health professionals learning ECG
interpretation. The book presents a step-by-step
guide to rhythm strip analysis and contains over 500
actual (not computer-generated) ECG strips to
enhance the skills needed for accurate, confident ECG
interpretation. Two post-tests and an answer key
appear at the back of the book. The latest ACLS
guidelines are also included.

Forthcoming Books
Research Methods and Statistics in Psychology
provides a seamless introduction to the subject,
identifying various research areas and analyzing how
one can approach them statistically. The text provides
a solid empirical foundation for undergraduate
psychology majors, and it prepares the reader to
think critically and evaluate psychological research
and claims they might hear in the news or popular
press. This second edition features updated examples
of research and new illustrations of important
principles. It also includes updated coverage of ethical
issues in research and of current diversity issues.

The History of Japanese Photography
The basis for the Academy Award®-winning movie!
Kidnapped into slavery in 1841, Northup spent 12
years in captivity. This autobiographical memoir
represents an exceptionally detailed and accurate
description of slave life and plantation society. 7
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illustrations. Index.

Terra Spinel
Presents an alphabetical reference guide detailing the
lives and works of authors associated with Gothic
literature.

The Kings Jackal
A must have for anyone planning their first, or second
or third Camino and an invaluable resource for
organisations that offer advice and help to pilgrims
planning their Caminos. After years of answering
frequently asked questions on Camino forums, the
Internet, Camino workshops and on her Camino blog
(amaWalker.blogspot.com) Sylvia Nilsen, provides the
answers to your questions . Besides providing
information and maps on the many different Camino
routes in France and Spain (with links to Jacobean
routes in other countries) she offers advice on the
best time to go and how to get there, planning daily
stages, budgets and accommodation, pilgrim and trail
etiquette. She enlisted the help of Greg Dedman
(Camino pilgrim and backpacking expert) to help with
chapters on technology, weather, food and language.
Many other experienced pilgrims shared their
expertise on subjects as diverse as disabled pilgrims,
cycling, trekking with children, horses, donkeys and
dogs. There are chapters on clothing and equipment
covering boots, shoes, backpacks and sleeping bags,
as well as medical matters, relics, Santiago Holy Years
and pilgrim statistics. Illustrated with delightful
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pilgrim characters, this 322-page reference guide
covers everything from learning about the Camino on
the Internet, in books and DVDs, Confraternities and
Forums, to taking a donkey on the trail, and how to
'go' in the woods!

Bicycle Repair Manual
The Minimalist Program consists of four recent essays,
including the previously unpublished 'Categories and
Transformations, ' that attempt to situate linguistic
theory in the broader cognitive sciences. In these
essays the minimalist approach to linguistic theory is
formulated and progressively developed.

Ultrasound of the Thyroid and
Parathyroid Glands
Wanted: one wife, one baby. Love not required. Navy
SEAL Boone Rudman has six months to find a wife
and get her pregnant or he’ll lose his chance to win
1500 acres of prime Montana ranch land. So when he
discovers Riley Eaton living on his new ranch, all
grown up from the tomboy she used to be, he decides
she’ll do for his bride—whether or not she’s got other
plans. Riley Eaton quit her job, sold her car and
moved to Chance Creek with her friends to pursue the
dreams she’d put on hold for far too long. She has no
idea her uncle sold the ranch out from under her—and
has no plans to marry any time soon—but when
Boone shows up, sexy as hell after fifteen years in the
service, she begins to wonder if her priorities are all
wrong. When duty turns to desire, Boone launches a
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campaign to win Riley’s heart. But is it too little, too
late? Or can he convince Riley to forget the past and
create a future worth fighting for? The Navy SEALs of
Chance Creek: BOOK 1: A SEAL's Oath BOOK 2: A
SEAL's Vow BOOK 3: A SEAL's Pledge BOOK 4: A
SEAL's Consent BOOK 5: A SEAL's Purpose BOOK 6: A
SEAL's Resolve BOOK 7: A SEAL's Devotion BOOK 8: A
SEAL's Desire BOOK 9: A SEAL's Struggle BOOK 10: A
SEAL's Triumph

Idols and Celebrity in Japanese Media
Culture
This story of a Hollywood wife’s newfound fame and
her husband’s new identity as her plus one is told
with “wit, warmth and candor” (New York Times
Sunday Book Review). Alex Sherman-Zicklin is a midlevel marketing executive who never expected his
wife’s fourteenth attempt at a TV pilot (about a
housewife who runs a prostitution ring out of her
suburban scrapbooking shop) to get produced. But
now it’s been ordered to series and awarded an
Emmy. Overnight, she’s sucked into a mad showbusiness vortex and he’s tasked with managing their
new high-profile Hollywood lifestyle. Equally sudden is
Alex’s newfound place in a posse of Plus Ones—men
who are married to women whose success, income,
and public recognition far surpasses their own. Now
he’s wondering how he can regain the foreground in
his own life in this “well observed, honest, and laughout-loud funny” novel (Matthew Weiner, creator of
Mad Men). “Plus One is a smart and funny novel about
Hollywood, but where it truly shines is in Noxon’s
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stunning and painfully accurate depiction of the
complex rhythms and growing pains of a marriage.”
—Jonathan Tropper, author of This Is Where I Leave
You “Behind every great man there’s a great woman .
. . and in Noxon’s telling, behind every great woman
there’s a charming, deeply conflicted guy (sometimes
holding a very expensive handbag). Hilarious and
unflinching, Plus One is a funny, sharply observed,
heartbreaking look at love, power, and happily-everafter in Hollywood.” —Jennifer Weiner, author of Who
Do You Love, The Next Best Thing, and Good in Bed
“There are so many hilarious moments.” —Los
Angeles Times “For fans of Rainbow Rowell and
similar keenly insightful truth tellers, this fresh male
take on modern relationships is too smart, focused,
and funny to pass up.” —Library Journal “A brisk romp
that’s sometimes laugh-out-loud funny as it deals with
the serious issues of roles and communication in
marriage.” —Booklist “A funny, sharply observed
novel about a guy with a first-world problem—a wife
who’s a hugely successful TV writer and
producer—and the identity crisis that goes along with
it.” —Tom Perrotta, author of Election and The
Leftovers

Diseases of the Liver and Biliary System
in Children
Most of the material presented here was originally
published in Gems & Gemology as articles and lab
notes (short reports from the GIA Laboratory, formerly
called the Gem Trade Laboratory) or as Gem
News/Gem News International items between the
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years 1938 and 2007. Also included are summaries of
presentations at GIA's 2006 International Gemological
Symposium and Gemological Research Conference,
which originally appeared in the Fall 2006
Proceedings volume produced by Gems & Gemology
staff. The present work is organized in two main parts
on color treatments and clarity treatments, with color
photos and microimages on almost every page.
Chapters in the section on color treatments cover
coated diamonds, irradiated diamonds, and annealed
diamonds. Chapters in the section on clarity
treatments cover laser-drilled and glass-filled
diamonds. Material is presented in chronological order
to help readers follow the evolving areas of interest
and understanding of these treatments. Some of the
older material includes editorial comments to explain
now-unfamiliar concepts or discuss significant
development since the original publication. The book
includes a poster-sized color chart enclosed in a side
pocket, with color photos demonstrating diagnostic
features of filled diamonds and testing techniques.
Shigley is a distinguished research fellow at the GIA
Lab in Carlsbad, California.

Gems Made by Man
Describes the ten-year, multimillion dollar Human
Genome Project and its process of gene mapping;
includes concerns of critics of the project.

Gemology
This highly illustrated book, complete with
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comprehensive clinical references and annotated
images, will serve as a leading text to educate head
and neck surgeons, endocrinologists, and radiologists
on the basics and nuances of thyroid and parathyroid
ultrasound. It emphasizes the use of ultrasound as an
office-based modality by clinicians and radiologists
who actively care for this special set of patients. This
text uniquely combines the collaboration between a
clinician/surgeon and radiologist who share their
extensive experience in head and neck ultrasound.

AKB48
Reproduction of the original: The Kings Jackal by
Richard Harding Davis

Encyclopedia of Gothic Literature
National Union Catalog
Written by a team of distinguished scholars, this book
establishes that photography began to play a vital
role in Japanese culture after its introduction in the
1850s. 350 illustrations.

Optical 3D-Spectroscopy for Astronomy
The cats of America are under siege! Long gone are
the good old days when a cat’s biggest worries were
mean dogs or a bath. Modern cats must confront
satanists, online predators, the possibility of needing
to survive in a post-apocalyptic wasteland, and
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countless other threats to their nine lives. For over
four decades, the American Association of Patriots
have stood at the vanguard of our country's defense
by helping to prepare our nation's cat owners for the
difficult conversations they dread having with their
pets. Written in a simple Q&A format, How to Talk to
Your Cat About Gun Safety answers crucial questions
such as, “What is the right age to talk to my cat about
the proper use of firearms?” and “What are the
benefits of my cat living a lifestyle of abstinence?”
and especially “Why does my cat need to use the
internet? Can’t he just play with yarn like cats used to
do?” Our country—and our cats—stand at a precipice.
It will take courage, and it will take hard work, but
armed with the knowledge within these pages, we can
make our cats—and America—great again!

Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear
Fusion Research, 1994
Set in a fictional end of the 19th century England, the
story revolves around a teenage boy named Allen
Walker who is cursed with a cross mark on his hand
that turns his arm into an enormous weapon, which
he uses to hunt down and kill akumas. An akuma,
generated by a 1,000-year-old phantom, is implanted
into a human's soul during a moment of devastation
and despair. The phantom uses the demons to then
carry out his goal: destroy all humankind.

Pediatric Kidney Disease
Once upon a time, boys and girls grew up and set
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aside childish things. Nowadays, moms and dads
skateboard alongside their kids and download the
latest pop-song ringtones. Captains of industry pose
for the cover of BusinessWeek holding Super Soakers.
The average age of video game players is twenty-nine
and rising. Top chefs develop recipes for Easy-Bake
Ovens. Disney World is the world’s top adult vacation
destination (that’s adults without kids). And young
people delay marriage and childbirth longer than ever
in part to keep family obligations from interfering with
their fun fun fun. Christopher Noxon has coined a
word for this new breed of grown-up: rejuveniles. And
as a self-confessed rejuvenile, he’s a sympathetic yet
critical guide to this bright and shiny world of people
who see growing up as “winding down”—exchanging
a life of playful flexibility for anxious days tending
lawns and mutual funds. In Rejuvenile, Noxon
explores the historical roots of today’s rejuveniles
(hint: all roads lead to Peter Pan), the “toyification” of
practical devices (car cuteness is at an all-time high),
and the new gospel of play. He talks to parents who
love cartoons more than their children do, twentysomethings who live happily with their parents, and
grown-ups who evangelize on behalf of all-ages tag
and Legos. And he takes on the “Harrumphing
Codgers,” who see the rejuvenile as a threat to the
social order. Noxon tempers stories of his and others’
rejuvenile tendencies with cautionary notes about
“lost souls whose taste for childish things is creepy at
best.” (Exhibit A: Michael Jackson.) On balance,
though, he sees rejuveniles as optimists and capital-R
Romantics, people driven by a desire “to hold on to
the part of ourselves that feels the most genuinely
human. We believe in play, in make believe, in
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learning, in naps. And in a time of deep uncertainty,
we trust that this deeper, more adaptable part of
ourselves is our best tool of survival.” Fresh and
delightfully contrarian, Rejuvenile makes hilarious
sense of this seismic culture change. It’s essential
reading not only for grown-ups who refuse to “act
their age,” but for those who wish they would just
grow up. From the Hardcover edition.

A SEAL's Oath
This work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as
true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you
will see the original copyright references, library
stamps (as most of these works have been housed in
our most important libraries around the world), and
other notations in the work. This work is in the public
domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body
of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available
to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
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The Large Springs of Missouri
Since John Bosch edited and published the first
version of this book in 1995, the world of
manufacturing and coordinate measuring machines
(CMMs) and coordinate measuring systems (CMSs)
has changed considerably. However, the basic physics
of the machines has not changed in essence but have
become more deeply understood. Completely revised
and updat

Treated Diamonds
From the completely new, exceptional art program, to
the complete integration of the text with technology,
Saladin has formed a teaching solution that will both
motivate and enable your students to understand and
appreciate the wonders of anatomy and physiology.
This distinctive text was developed to stand apart
from all other A& P texts with unparalleled art, a
writing style that has been acclaimed by both users
and reviewers and clinical coverage that offers the
perfect balance without being too much. Saladin& ' s
well-accepted organization of topics is based upon the
most logical physiological ties between body systems.
The text requires no prior knowledge of college
chemistry or cell biology, and is designed for a twosemester A& P college course.

Diagnostic Imaging in Ophthalmology
Medical acronyms and abbreviations offer
convenience, but those countless shortcuts can often
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be confusing. Now a part of the popular Dorland’s
suite of products, this reference features thousands of
terms from across various medical specialties. Its
alphabetical arrangement makes for quick reference,
and expanded coverage of symbols ensures they are
easier to find. Effective communication plays an
important role in all medical settings, so turn to this
trusted volume for nearly any medical abbreviation
you might encounter. Symbols section makes it easier
to locate unusual or seldom-used symbols.
Convenient alphabetical format allows you to find the
entry you need more intuitively. More than 90,000
entries and definitions. Many new and updated entries
including terminology in expanding specialties, such
as Nursing; Physical, Occupational, and Speech
Therapies; Transcription and Coding; Computer and
Technical Fields. New section on abbreviations to
avoid, including Joint Commission abbreviations that
are not to be used. Incorporates updates suggested
by the Institute for Safe Medication Practices (ISMP).

Research Methods and Statistics in
Psychology
This is the first book to translate a broad spectrum of
the informal, improper and generally comic side of
31-syllable Japanese poetry called 'kyoka, ' or
'kyouka, ' literally, "mad-poems" or "madcap verse,"
representing in the words of Aston (1899), "absolute
freedom both in respect of language and choice of
subject." Literary anthologies have only translated a
handful of kyoka to date, and the sole exception,
recent catalogues of the color prints called 'surimono,
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' stick to the rather tame kyoka of the early 19c that
accompany the prints. The 2000 poems in Robin D.
Gill's 740-page book include hundreds of "wild waka"
('waka' being the formal side of 31-syllable poetry) to
help define the field and demonstrate how humors
presence or absence depends upon our expectations
and, in the case of an exotic tongue, our translation.
"Mad In Translation" re-creates the wit of the originals
in English on the one hand, while explaining what
requires Japanese on the other. Many poems will
delight those who appreciate the best of the
Metaphysical Poets, the grooks of Piet Hein and all
that might be called 'light verse for egg-heads.'
Because of the narrow focus of most work published
on kyoka in Japan, even specialists in Japanese
literature may be surprised to discover in this book a
brave old world of humor far larger and more
entertaining than they might have imagined.

Your Camino - A Lightfoot Guide to
Practical Preparation for a Pilgrimage
Over the last 50 years, a variety of techniques have
been developed to add a third dimension to regular
imaging, with an extended spectrum associated to
every imaging pixel. Dubbed 3D spectroscopy from its
data format, it is now widely used in the astrophysical
domain, but also inter alia for atmospheric sciences
and remote sensing purposes. This is the first book to
comprehensively tackle these new capabilities. It
starts with the fundamentals of spectroscopic
instruments, in particular their potentials and limits. It
then reviews the various known 3D techniques, with
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particular emphasis on pinpointing their different
`ecological? niches. Putative users are finally led
through the whole observing process, from
observation planning to the extensive ? and crucial phase of data reduction. This book overall goal is to
give the non-specialist enough hands-on knowledge
to learn fast how to properly use and produce
meaningful data when using such a 3D capability.

Anatomy & Physiology
Lectures from the seventeenth Winter School of the
Canary Islands Astrophysics Institute on new 3D
spectroscopy techniques and data.

The Robber Bride
Diagnostic Ultrasound: Head and Neck was expertly
designed as a compilation of the head and neck
sections of three previous books, namely Diagnostic
Imaging: Ultrasound, Diagnostic and Surgical Imaging
Anatomy: Ultrasound, and Expertddx: Ultrasound.
Ideally suited for surgeons, sonographers,
radiologists, technologists, oncologists, and
endocrinologists, this brand new resource offers
comprehensive coverage of sonographic anatomy for
the head and neck region and presents the reader
with well over 1,000 images for quick, clear reference.
Diagnosis section offers 41 brand-new chapters on
specific diagnoses in the head and neck region, from
common to rare. Over 1,000 images — including
shear wave elastography and strain images — are
complete with comprehensive annotations, and a
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"Key Facts" box is ideal for rapid review. Lists expert
differential diagnoses on various pathological disease
patterns. Expertddx section includes over 250
images, many of which are brand new, and key
references.

The Human Genome Project
Alexandrite, a variety of chrysoberyl, and one of the
finest colour-change natural gemstones, may almost
be called "the national gemstone of Russia". This
great prestige is based on two facts: its noble name in
honour of the Tsarevich Alexander Nikolaevich (the
future Tsar Alexander II) and its dazzling colours,
green in daylight and red in incandescent light, the
military colours of Imperial Russia. Although
quantities of facetable quality alexandrite are
considerably less than those of emerald, alexandrite
is counted among and compared to the "big four" of
the gem business: diamond - ruby - sapphire emerald. In this book the authors present an historical
overview of emerald mining in the Urals, the
discovery of Russian alexandrites in the Uralian
emerald mines, the naming and historical use of
alexandrites and their appearance and display in
mineralogical museums and the gem trade.
Morphology and twinning of rough alexandrite is
described for single crystals, single contact twins and
cyclic twins (trillings). Mineralogical and
gemmological properties are thoroughly explained
and numerous photo-micrographs of inclusions and
growth patterns in faceted samples are presented.
Chatoyancy and asterism of alexandrite and
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chrysoberyl from Russia and Sri Lanka are also
described. A further chapter deals with characteristic
growth patterns of Russian, other natural and
synthetic alexandrites. Colorimetric data of Russian
alexandrites and green chrysoberyls are explained
using the CIELAB colour space, and the distinction
between these varieties is explained. A chapter on
trace element chemistry and locality determination
rounds off the book. An extensive appendix
containing lists of historical names, a time table and
numerous references provides valuable information
on Russian alexandrites for all researchers in the
mineralogical and gemmological fields as well as for
gemmological laboratories, jewellers and gem
dealers. Consequently, this book, illustrated with
more than 200 colour figures and photographs,
addresses mineralogists, gemmologists, historians,
mineral and gem collectors as well as all members of
the gem trade.

D. Gray-Man
Twelve Years a Slave
3D Spectroscopy in Astronomy
Dorland's Dictionary of Medical
Acronyms and Abbreviations E-Book
Since its formation as a girl group in 2005, AKB48 has
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become a phenomenal success and institution in
Japan. Having originally recruited fans with
photocopied fliers and daily performances in the
Akihabara area of Tokyo, AKB48 now saturates Japan.
Its members--nearly 800 of them, including five sister
groups and four so-called "rival groups" across Japan,
as well as six sister groups in other Asian
cities--appear in print, broadcast, online, and social
media; in advertisements and on products; at home
and on the train; on- and off-screen. AKB48's multiplatform omnipresence is characteristic of "idols,"
whose intimate relationship to fans and appeals to
them for support have made the group dominant on
the Oricon Yearly Singles Chart in the 2010s; they
hold several records, including most consecutive
million-selling singles sold in Japan. A unique business
model relentlessly monetizes fans' affections through
meet-and-greet events and elections, which maximize
CD sales, and their saturated presence in the media.
At a time when affect is more important than ever in
economic, political, and social theory, this book
explores the intersection of idols and affect in
contemporary Japan and beyond.

Diagnostic Ultrasound: Head and Neck EBook
From mountain bikes and road racers to hybrids, the
Bicycle Repair Manual helps riders keep their bikes in
peak condition. Perfect for beginners and dedicated
cyclists alike, this updated guide to bicycle repair
includes the latest technological advances in cycling,
troubleshooting charts, hints and tips for diagnosing
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and problem, and servicing schedules.

ECG Workout
Plus One
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of
The Handmaid's Tale One of Margaret Atwood’s most
unforgettable characters lurks at the center of this
intricate novel like a spider in a web. The glamorous,
irresistible, unscrupulous Zenia is nothing less than a
fairy-tale villain in the memories of her former friends.
Roz, Charis, and Tony—university classmates decades
ago—were reunited at Zenia’s funeral and have met
monthly for lunch ever since, obsessively retracing
the destructive swath she once cut through their
lives. A brilliantly inventive fabulist, Zenia had a talent
for exploiting her friends’ weaknesses, wielding
intimacy as a weapon and cheating them of money,
time, sympathy, and men. But one day, five years
after her funeral, they are shocked to catch sight of
Zenia: even her death appears to have been yet
another fiction. As the three women plot to confront
their larger-than-life nemesis, Atwood proves herself a
gleefully acute observer of the treacherous shoals of
friendship, trust, desire, and power.

Rejuvenile
Includes entries for maps and atlases.

Mad in Translation
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Sinkankas is the prime authority on gemology (author
of Gem Cutting, Gemstones of North America, Beryl,
Emerald) and an expert gem cutter. He is eminently
competent to present the critical remarks upon the
7,458 books here given meticulous description,
synopsis, and criticism. Sinkankas owned most of
these titles (his library was sold to the Gemological
Institute of America) and has continued to handle
other copies in his bookselling capacity. A noble work
that will stand unchallenged for decades. Running
headings are absent. Annotation copyright by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR

Russian Alexandrites
This book has been written for radiologists,
ophthalmologists, neurologists, neurosur geons,
plastic surgeons, and others interested in the
evaluation of disorders with ophthalmologic signs and
symptoms. It is designed to provide recent knowledge
in this area derived from ultrasonography, computed
tomography (CT), and magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). In the past decade, the advent of
ultrasonography, computed tomography, and more
recently magnetic resonance imaging has provided
diagnostic images of the eye, orbit, and brain in a
fashion that had been a dream of many prior to the
develop ment of these techniques. These newer
modes of diagnosis have replaced some previous
techniques, such as nuclear medicine imaging and, to
some degree, vascular studies and orbitography.
There are three sections to this book. The first section
is a discussion of the imaging techniques. The second
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is devoted to the role of these imaging methods in the
evaluation of ophthalmic disorders. The last section,
dealing with radiotherapy for ophthalmologic tumors,
is included because the current imaging techniques
are needed for treatment planning. We wish to thank
the many people who have assisted us in preparing
this manuscript. Among these are many librarians,
secretaries, trainees, and photographers. Weare
especially indebted to artist Peter Clark for his
illustrations and to Mr. Martin Leibo vici, Associate
Curator of New York University Medical School and
Director of Health Sciences Library of Goldwater
Memorial Hospital, New York City. Also, we wish to
thank our families for their help and patience.

Coordinate Measuring Machines and
Systems
An extremely practical text, this new edition of
Diseases of the Liver and Biliary System in Children
covers the essentials of paediatric hepatology. The
range of material is wide and has been revised and
updated to include the latest advances. Many helpful
algorithms and tables are included and the references
at the end of each chapter have been carefully
selected so as to provide the most up-to-date
information available. A concluding section
comprising some 100 carefully annotated plates,
completes this text. Containing the contributions of
23 internationally acclaimed authorities, active both
clinically and in research, the book provides an
essential guide to the diagnosis and management of
paediatric liver diseases, both common and
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uncommon for all those involved in the care of the
child with liver disease. Diseases of the Liver and
Biliary System in Children has become THE
REFERENCE of choice for the paediatric
gastroenterologist, hepatologist and surgeon.
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